
The all new Luxe®  bolt system is designed from the ground up to satisfy the performance 
expectations of any competitive player. Featuring a multi-stage core the X-Core offers a 
significant increase in efficiency, a reduction of maintenance and delivers the smooth shot 
that has defined the Luxe® series of markers. The X-Core is the largest change to the Luxe®  
bolt system in more than a decade - and it was worth the wait.

 Inspired by professional player feedback, the Pro-Lock frame allows the player to fully 
remove their grip-frame without tools and utilizes an uncompromising locking system to 
prevent accidental removal. Once again, Luxe® sets the new standard in tool-less features.  
The convenience and speed of tool-less has now made the leap to trigger frame design.

The Freak XL is the latest generation of the world-renowned interchangeable bore barrel 
system. Custom milled and styled for the Luxe® X, it is the last barrel you will ever need. 
Players can utilize the Freak XL Boremaster Kit (sold separately) to access a wide range 
of bore sizes to ensure players the most consistent and accurate shot possible.  

By utilizing a single mounting screw and fully sealed roller bearings, the EZ-Axis trigger 
system simplifies adjustment and removal of the Luxe®  trigger while increasing  its 
resistance to dirt contamination. A single allen key is all that is needed to remove, adjust 
or install your trigger without the need to remove the frame. One of the best feeling 
triggers in paintball is now the simplest and most durable. 

The Opti-Breach System is designed around the interaction of the paintball, chamber and 
bolt face all working in symphony to minimize force. Low angle lever detents reduce 
pressure on the ball and offer incredibly long life. The vision system delivers excellent 
performance in extreme conditions and can be serviced without the need for tools. 
Finally, the open face bolt contacts the paintball on its strongest location, its outside edge, 
evenly distributing force as the ball travels within the breach.


